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I know I can speak for many of my colleagues and community partners when I say that our goal is to have
our students back into the same building where they expected to be at the start of this school year. But the
steps we need to attempt to take to accomplish this are at a standstill. The only thing that will give us the
ability to move forward is up-front funding, the $21.6 million that we estimate the total restoration to
cost. We researched countless options, spent hours weighing pros and cons, and utilized expert resources
to help us get to where we are now.

Since creating our detailed plan of action, recently launching the RestoreCresskillSchools.com website,
and strategizing with expert consultants, we have been able to keep our community informed every step
of the way. We have exhausted all resources, and because of this, we know the bond referendum on
Tuesday, January 25th offers the most time-efficient, cost-effective, and reliable way to move forward.
I encourage you to get involved by learning more about what this bond proposal could do for our
community. We will be hosting a virtual Community Forum at 6 p.m. on Tuesday, January 11. The
info session will feature district representatives and professionals who will share information and answer
questions from residents. Closer to that date, look for the livestream link and additional info at
RestoreCresskillSchools.com.

We will be pushing full steam ahead for the next five weeks. The voter deadline is fast approaching.
Anyone who is registered to vote with a Cresskill address by January 4th can take part in this referendum
– that includes novice voters like current 18-year-old students and recent graduates who might be living
away from home. Some paperwork and advance action are necessary before the vote, and a holiday break
can provide the time and parent assistance those novice voters might need. Learn more about voting at
RestoreCresskillSchools.com.

Look for a postcard in your mailbox the first week of January. It is one of the ways we are trying to better
educate the entire community about this bond referendum.

Again, I urge you to get involved and educate yourself on all our recent efforts.

Sincerely,

Michael Burke
Superintendent of Schools
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